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One thing I have noticed is that people somehow think the enemy is just sitting,
and Trump is like on the other end, same as Nixon, and the Rabbis tell them
what to do. Maybe this was for some presidents, but not all. Bush for example,
didn't go one inch or wake up in the morning, without reading his Talmud.
Kennedy obviously wasn't such a case, and he had a hidden interest for Hitler.
The jews don't have complete control and dominion over the powers called 'Fate',
let alone the Will of the Gods. These powers are competing on a large level.

Presidents obviously, unless we are talking of Bush or Clinton, have an Ego, and
they also have a personality and their own opinions. The jews avoid these types
as these create unrest. Nixon, whatever his background, this is another
discussion, was being ravaged by the jews and therefore was extremely hateful.
He even hated his midget, but necessary midget, jew Henry Kissinger. As it’s in
the Torah, unfortunately, because the Torah makes it as such through magick,
leaders, even if Gentiles, are always alone and isolated to an extent, and
therefore fall in favor of jews. They sic onto them, threaten them, lend to them, or
surround them as their 'friends' and 'advisors' in many cases.

Even if they are jews themselves to an extent, with hybridization, always do
come issues. The enemy advises the jews against hybridization, but they HAVE
to be a hybrid in order to infiltrate. As thus the jews are mixed with all the races of
the planet. And therefore, they have become the errant and schizoid race of
criminals they are today, plus their reptilian blood. The rabbis hate hybridization
as it creates UNCERTAINTY. Therefore, they do not let mixed kikes get in Israel,
because who knows? They may be the most loyal, or they may suddenly go
HAM and fuck up their own.

As have done jews in the years, by betraying the agenda of their own. It was a
kike that for example, published the protocols of the elders of Zion. Because why
not? Who knows what this jew was subjected to? Sometimes, the family abuse in
jewish families is also extremely severe, to the point that many people cannot
imagine. Just take a look on how they mutilate the penises of their so-called
spawns.

Jews casually attack, mistreat, and brutalize their own to no end. No life form
likes pain and to be treated in that way, no matter how much of a borg it is. This
is physical, and hardwired into the physical body, and the very simple levels of
existence. Not even a worm likes to be squashed. Do you think that the president
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or other people in power enjoy getting Rabbis on the phone telling them they will
kill them unless they follow their orders? Or other things like that which the jews
seem to do? Not even a mixed kike would like all this abuse, attacks, and
defamation by otherwise its own 'tribe'.

The enemy severely abuses their own people. Do you think that since Trump
might have shilled for them, after destroying their media empire, the jews
wouldn't destroy him at first chance for example? The jews are a brutal race, and
they are ready to retaliate. The jews are a very vicious race. No matter how much
one 'serves' them and does exactly what they state, the axe always hands on top
of their head. Many people as such are extremely displeased.

Internal dispute and warfare is why the jews have been in the position they are
today. Not all jews are psychic, 'wise' rabbis, or elders of Zion. However, all of
them know the act, and all of them are necessary. Also, not all of them are
geniuses, either. They also do get actually born with bad astrology charts. And
some even go kamikaze against their own jews, for many reasons. This should
leave us cold and nobody should feed into the false 'good cop, bad cop'. But it's a
reality still.

The enemy runs a worldwide conspiracy, yes, it's extremely powerful, yes, it has
lasted a lot of time, yes, it can potentially destroy everything, yes. But then we
also have 'human' and 'natural' error, the Gods, our side doing magick, and
situational things. So, know your enemy, never underestimate them, but don't
gravely overestimate them, either. Maintain a level, and a confident approach.
With systematic spiritual warfare we will win.

Additionally, many people don't pay attention. The pope, and all these 'grand'
traitor figures of the greys and the reptilians, the jewish seed, are bound to a very
obscure, and a very damning fate. Even their best servants, will be killed, and
this is in the bible. Why? Because they are a dispensable piece of shit.

In Egypt, even the builders and the commonest of the commoners had an actual
super proper burial that ensured their existence for eternal life, with frequent
litanies done to remember their name. And even insects like Scarabs were made
into deities, same as pet Dogs, Cats, etc. What does that tell you about how
Satan and the Gods treat life? Now we live in a numbered society, and the
enemy is the one who makes this happen. What does that tell us about THEM?

The jew, unlike the rabbinical claims, is only a means to a way to the aliens. They
would rather have other beings, like the greys directly, doing the job, but instead,
due to opposition by our Gods, they cannot do this. Therefore, they created a
cheap hybrid to do the job. And they are quite displeased, as this has taken a
giant while for them to catch up.



The greys are sadistically enslaved to the reptilians, completely robbed of
personal intelligence and free will. They do not even have genitals to replicate.
What does that tell us about the reptilians and those who 'run the game'? They
hate every sense of freedom, even if it comes to their own.

Unlike Satan and the Gods who are compassionate, understanding, gave
Gentiles the ability to procreate, and gave us a free and individual spirit, PLUS
the means to work on our individual Soul, the enemy has created a creation of a
halfling slave to serve them and eventually be destroyed when their 'work' is
done. The enemy 'god' is so sadistic, and this can be seen in the bible. The jews
even in the bible are frequently genocided by the greys and their own alien hive,
because of disobedience to their 'covenant'. The jews are a slave race by
definition.

In conclusion, the jews seem so extremely powerful and so evil, because people
have lost their ancestral knowledge, inner understanding, and because this
infection has weakened the White Race who has been ruling for a long time, to
the point the jew is perceived as 'great'. The jew is an alien, savage, parasite,
and 'great' insofar these objectives are in question.

Society is still advancing, and not everyone is dead. In a desperate bastardized
attempt to fulfill their purpose fast, they are attempting now to genocide Whites
and destroy everyone, yet again, which will yet again, be met with an
insurmountable wall and extremely cutthroat resistance.

The jew is the one who should be afraid, so long people do their spiritual warfare,
spiritual advancement, and education of everyone. Satan and our Gods have
ruled this planet for who knows how many tens, or closely hundreds of thousands
of years. Aside other elect Souls and many people who are powerful, and are
also around still. The jew always makes the calculations based on what they
presently know, or what they have stolen just a few hundreds of years ago.

But there are so many things we don't know, and we haven't even seen. So, let's
let the Gods do their part of the deal, and we do ours.

Indefinitely, until the 'end' and furthermore, we will fight until this is a closed case.

Sieg Heil Brothers and Sisters in Satan!!
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